darktable - Camera Support #12263
Support Fujifilm X-T100
07/14/2018 10:38 PM - Thomas A

Status:

Fixed

Start date:

Priority:

Low
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Assignee:
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% Done:
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Category:
Target version:

2.6.0

Affected Version:

git master branch

07/14/2018

Description
Please add support for the Fujifilm X-T100.
I tried uploading a RAW file to raw.pixls.us, but I kept getting this error (tried other browser, tried host with 100Mbit/s instead of
10Mbit/s).
"The file either already exists, the CC0/modified checkboxes weren't checked, or you forgot to choose a file. Please go back and try
again."
Someone who is able to upload, please grab the RAW here:
https://www.lysator.liu.se/~axl/darktable/DSCF0393.RAF
Associated revisions
Revision d98171b0 - 07/19/2018 08:34 PM - Roman Lebedev
Fujifilm X-T100 color matrix, refs. #12263

Revision d78c7d1d - 07/19/2018 08:46 PM - Roman Lebedev
RawSpeed submodule update: Fujifilm X-T100 support.
Fixes #12263.

Revision 80350814 - 07/19/2018 08:51 PM - Roman Lebedev
Fujifilm X-T100 color matrix, refs. #12263
(cherry picked from commit d98171b01dcca0881e75043c2021c6acd9abfa6b)

History
#1 - 07/14/2018 11:48 PM - Roman Lebedev
- Status changed from New to Incomplete
- Assignee set to Roman Lebedev
- Priority changed from Medium to Low
- % Done changed from 0 to 20

Thomas A wrote:
Please add support for the Fujifilm X-T100.
I tried uploading a RAW file to raw.pixls.us, but I kept getting this error (tried other browser, tried host with 100Mbit/s instead of 10Mbit/s).
"The file either already exists, the CC0/modified checkboxes weren't checked, or you forgot to choose a file. Please go back and try again."
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The samples need to be there, before the support can be added.
It would seem, that camera only produces one raw format (uncompressed), so just one sample is needed.
The upload was indeed broken, thanks for notifying, sorry about that :( Please try again now :)
Someone who is able to upload, please grab the RAW here:
https://www.lysator.liu.se/~axl/darktable/DSCF0393.RAF

#2 - 07/15/2018 07:45 AM - Thomas A
File is now uploaded (but not yet visible in the table on the site).

#3 - 07/16/2018 03:26 PM - Thomas A
As per the comment on raw.pixls.us, I took a RAW picture with a landscape and tried to upload it. However, I got the upload problem again.
(DSCF0627.RAF)

#4 - 07/16/2018 08:05 PM - Roman Lebedev
Thomas A wrote:
As per the comment on raw.pixls.us, I took a RAW picture with a landscape and tried to upload it. However, I got the upload problem again.
(DSCF0627.RAF)

Thanks! This time it wasn't broken upload.

#5 - 07/19/2018 09:51 PM - Roman Lebedev
- Status changed from Incomplete to Fixed
- % Done changed from 20 to 100

Applied in changeset darktable|d78c7d1daabd8201507396992d49f12743386977.

#6 - 07/19/2018 10:39 PM - Thomas A
Works good! (Now to learn darktable :) )

#7 - 07/22/2018 05:26 PM - Volker Brandl
I saw you added the Fujifilm X-T100 to the list of supported cameras. Please add the Fujifilm X-A5 as well. The file format should be the same as the
X-T100 (and the X-A3). Identical resolution, practically identical sensor, identical noise-behaviour etc. A big thanks from the Fujifilm owners!

#8 - 07/22/2018 05:29 PM - Roman Lebedev
Volker Brandl wrote:
I saw you added the Fujifilm X-T100 to the list of supported cameras. Please add the Fujifilm X-A5 as well. The file format should be the same as
the X-T100 (and the X-A3). Identical resolution, practically identical sensor, identical noise-behaviour etc. A big thanks from the Fujifilm owners!
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Please open a new bugreport.

#9 - 07/25/2018 01:04 AM - Roman Lebedev
- Target version set to 2.6.0
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